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(1) I(f;X)=Pw(x)^\-dx,       -1<X<1.
J _ i X       A

Gauss-Kronrod Integration Rules

for Cauchy Principal Value Integrals

By Philip Rabinowitz

Abstract. Kronrod extensions to two classes of Gauss and Lobatto integration rules for the

evaluation of Cauchy principal value integrals are derived. Since in one frequently occurring

case, the Kronrod extension involves evaluating the derivative of the integrand, a new

extension is introduced using n + 2 points which requires only values of the integrand.

However, this new rule does not exist for all n. and when it does, several significant figures are

lost in its use.

1. Introduction. In this paper we shall consider Kronrod extensions (KE) to

integration rules based on Gauss and Lobatto points for the evaluation of Cauchy

principal value (CPV) integrals of the form

fix)
vyx)

1

Since the existence theory of KE's for regular integrals insures such extensions for

only certain classes of weight functions, w(x), we shall restrict our attention here to

the most important class, namely w(x) = (1 — x2y~x/2, where 0 < p < 2 in the

Gauss case and - \ < p < 1 in the Lobatto case [9]. (The only other relevant weight

functions are the Jacobi weight functions w(x) = (1 — x)a(l + x)& with a = \,

- i < ß < : or ß = y - \ < a < f and w(x) = ]/\ - x2 /(I - rx2), -oo < r < 1

[5].) For our case, w(x) = (1 — x2)M_1/2, the corresponding orthogonal polynomials

are the Gegenbauer polynomials C (x) (usually written C£(x)) which have the

following normalization [11, p. 174]

(2) ( w(x)C(x)Cmil(x)dx = 8„mhnil,

where

(3) hn)i = fT(n + 2p)r(p + {)/ (n + u)n!r(p)r(2p),

which implies that C   — knflx" + ■ ■ ■, where

(4) fc„„ = 2«r(« + p)/n!r(u).

Cnti(x) is even (odd) if n is even (odd). Special cases of Cnii(x), perhaps with a

different normalization, are Tn(x), the Chebyshev polynomials of the first kind
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64 PHILIP RABINOWITZ

(ju = 0),  P„(x),  the  Legendre polynomials (/t, = j),  and   Un(x),  the Chebyshev

polynomials of the second kind (p = 1).

The C (x) satisfy the following differential equation

(5)        (i - x2)c;;(x) - (2p + i)xc„;(x) + «(« + 2p)c„M(x) = o,

and the recurrence relation

(6) (n + l)C„+]Jx) = 2{n + ix)xCn)L(x) - (n + 2p - l)C„_xJx),

n = 0,1.

withCOl¡(x)^l,C_xJx) = 0.
We shall now consider integration rules approximating /(/; A) as well as rules

approximating //= j\w(x)f(x)dx, since the latter are intimately connected with

the former as we shall see. We shall say that an integration rule is of exact precision

N (EP — N) if it is exact for all polynomials of degree < N and if there exists a

polynomial of degree N + I for which the integration rule is not exact. While in

many cases, more exact information about the integration error exists, the value of

the EP is sufficient for our purpose.

The «-point Gauss-Gegenbauer integration rule (GGIR) approximating //is given

by

(7) GG„f=   2 *//(*/).       EP = 2n-\,
i = i

where we have omitted the dependence of wj and x, on p and n. The abscissas x, are

the zeros of Cn([x), and the weights w¡, as well as the weights in the next three

integration rules, are interpolatory weights to be discussed below. The Lobatto-

Gegenbauer integration rule (LGIR) with EP — 2n — 1 has n + 1 points and is

given by

M+l

(8) LGn+xf=   2 *,/(*,),
i = i

where the x, are the zeros of Cn+X ¡l+x = (1 — x2)C„_, +1. The KEGGIR is given

by

(9) KGGJ=  Íu,f(x,)+   2vif(yl),
i=i

with

EP

3« + 1, n even,
3«+ 2, «odd,     0<p<2,p*l,

An- 1, p = 0,

4« + 1, p= 1.

The y¡ are the zeros of the Szegö polynomial En+X (x), which we shall treat in

Section 2. For the moment we state a result of Szegö [10] that, for 0 < p =£ 2, the y¡

are real, lie in [-1,1], and are separated by the x,. (For ¡x ¥^ 0, the yi lie in (-1,1).)

The corresponding KELGIR is given by

n+\ n

(10) KLGn+xf=   2 ",/(*,)+   S«,/U)»
i=i i=i
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where the y, are the zeros of E„ )l+ ,(x), and

3«. n odd,

EP
k <p< l.u¥=0,

3« + 1.     n even.

4« - 1,     u. = 0.

As mentioned above, the weights in rules (7)—( 10) are interpolatory weights

defined as follows: Consider the not necessarily monic polynomial

Y

(m Fv(x)-Tvn(v---,).
1=1

where the z, are the integration points of a particular rule and yN is the leading

coefficient of PN(x). The weight a, corresponding to the point zi is given by

,n> /•'       w(x)PN(x)      J
(12) a,=  I   --——-.—-dx.

This can also be written as a, = QN(z¡)/P'N(z¡), where the 'function of the second

kind' QN(t) is defined by

■xw(x)PN(x)

-1

The error ENf'm the interpolatory integration rule may be written as

N

(14)        ENf=If-  2cif(zi) = yNlf w(x)PN(x)f[zx.zN,x]dx,

/•i w(x)Pki(x)
(13) QN(t) = I(PN; t)=f    \' 7 'dx.

J _ i X /

I   I I

where/[z,.zN, x] is the Nlh divided difference of f(x) based on the points

Z|,_zN and x. The EP of such a rule depends on the nature of PN(x). However, if

I(PN)¥= 0, we have that EP = N - 1.

If we wish to compute the CPV integral (1), we can follow an interpolatory path

and get immediately

(15)        /(/;A)=^,/(Z,) + r,fWx)/!zi--z^] ■dx
i=i -i

= /<„(/; X) + EN(f; A),

where

(16) b,=f
i w(x)PN(x)

}(x-z,)(x-\)Pfe,)
dx,       i = l,..., TV.

If A ^ z , we can write

a,- 1 /' w(x)^(x) .   _ QN(z,) - QN(\)

(17)    b' = z^X'(z-x\pUz)í
dx

z,-A     (Z/ - A)P;(z,) J_,     x-A (z,-A)^(z,)   '

while for A = z, we have by limiting process that

(18) b, = Q'N(Zi)/P'N(z,) = Q'N(\)/P'N(\).

As above, EP = N — 1 unless ÔN(A) = 0 which will occur only for a finite number

of values of A. Thus, in this approach there is no advantage to Gauss points over any

other set of integration points for arbitrary A since, for any set of N distinct points,
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EP — N — 1.  However, for those A such that £>V(A) = 0, Gauss rules will be

superior as we shall see.

To improve on this situation, we define a second class of interpolatory rules for

CPV integrals, where we interpolate at the point x = A in addition to the points

z,.zN. If we define Pv+,(x) = (x — X)PN(x) and z0 = A assumed distinct from

z,.zv, we have

(19) /(/;A)= 2d,f(z,) + y,x[ w(x)PN(x)f[z0.zN,x]dx
i = o •/-"

= RN+](f;X) + Ê,+ x(f;X),

where

(20) '.=/

i w(x)PN+l(x)dx

i(x-z,)(z,-A)P;+1(z,)

For /' = I,... ,N, this reduces to

(21) d.

i = 0,...,N.

QNUt)
(z,-X)P'N(z,)      z,-X'

while for i = 0

(22) d0 = QN(X)/PN(X).

By comparing ÊN+X(f; A) with ENf in (14), we conclude that the EP of (19) is

1 +£Pof(14).
If A = Zj, for some/, we can again apply a limiting process to get the following

rule, which turns out to have a different structure from (19) in that it involves a

derivative. Thus, writing

(23) RN+X(f; X) = d0f(X) + 2 d,f(z,) + djf(zj)
i=i

and letting A — z;, we have

(24) RN+X(f; A) = 2 d,f(z,) + lim [d0f(X) + djf(zj)].
i = i
i*t

The term in brackets can be written as

^X    P'.A? \J{ZJ}~ n
1= Xw+J

QA*j)

(25)
*/ - X

W/(z^n»1;,,7(A-z,)/(A)

i
*>"*

(/(z,)-/(A))-
0*(M 0*(*,)

Hence,

(26)

nUj)y""     "  u^1;^.(a-z,)   p;(zy.)

lim [d0f(X) + djf(zj)] = ö,/'(z,) + â./(z.),

/(M
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ajP^Zj^-Q'^Zj)

(28) RN+X(f; zj) = 2 «,^T + àjf(zj) + ajf'Uj).
1=1    z'

The formulas for RN(f; X) and RN+X(f; X) derived above are not new. See, for

example, Section 3.2 in the survey paper by Gautschi [3] and the references cited

therein. (Note that Gautschi's formulas refer to f(f(x)/(X — x))dx = -/(/; A).)

In Section 3, we shall recover the known Gauss and Lobatto type rules for CPV

integrals by specializing PN(x) to the appropriate set of points. In addition we shall

derive KE's of these rules. Now, in contrast to the application of KE's to usual

GGIR's and LGIR's, it may turn out that in the CPV case the rule RN+x(f;X)

based on Gauss or Lobatto points does not involve a derivative, whereas the

corresponding KE does, so that the KE has a different structure. This is not a rare

situation! In fact, it will invariably occur when we approximate /(/; 0) by a Gauss or

Lobatto rule using an even number of points, which implies that the rule is of the

form (19), whereas the KE which has x = 0 as one of the integration points will be

of the form (28). Furthermore, for w(x) = 1, the most important case, any CPV

integral /(/; A) can be reduced to the sum of a regular integral and I(g; 0) for some

g closely related to /. Since it is not always convenient to evaluate derivatives, we

investigate in Section 4 another possibility for extending 2«i-point Gauss and

Lobatto rules by adding 2m + 2 points rather than 2m + 1 points as in the Kronrod

case, thus avoiding the point x = 0. We shall define a polynomial È2m+2 (z) closely

related to the Szegö polynomial E2m+X i[z), whose zeros are the required integration

points. However, it turns out that E2m+2 (x) does not always have 2m + 2 real

zeros, and when it does, the ensuing integration rule loses a few significant figures,

the number increasing with «. As a byproduct of our investigation we get a partial

answer to the question of the existence of KE's for Gauss rules with respect to the

Jacobi weight functions w(x) = (1 - x)"(l + x)ß with a = -■£, -i < j8 < §, ß =£ {*

and/?= - y - | <a< \,a i- \.

While this paper is mostly of a theoretical nature, we believe that the results

presented have practical implications for the computation of CPV integrals. The use

of Gauss-Kronrod pairs in numerical integration is well established by now [3, Sec-

tion 2.1.2], [5], so that the extension to CPV integrals is only natural. There is a

considerable literature on numerical evaluation of CPV integrals; see, for example,

the survey [8]. Automatic programs have been published by Piessens et al. [7] and in

QUADPACK [6], the latter program also appearing in the NAG library. However,

these programs are for a single CPV integral. The Gauss-Kronrod approach is much

more efficient when we wish to evaluate /(/; A) for a series of values of A in (-1,1).

Then, provided we choose a Gauss-Kronrod pair with abscissas not too close to the

A of interest, we have a useful tool for computing CPV integrals together with error

estimates.

where

,„* .    QNW¿(Zj)    Q'A'j)(27) a- =-:—-
'    2[/>¿(z,)]2    n(*j)

so that in this case
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If A is close to one of the integration points, the formulas for RN(f; X) and

Pn+\(/' X) are numerically unstable. For a stable way to evaluate R/^(f', A) in the

Gauss case, see [3, Section 3.2.3]. Unfortunately, this process does not carry over to

the Kronrod extension, so that to preserve accuracy in this case, one must use higher

precision arithmetic. For RN+X(f; A), Elliott and Paget [2] give an algorithm similar

to that for RN(f; X) for use in the Gauss case. A close inspection of this algorithm

reveals that it requires the computation of (f(z,) — f(X))/(z, — A) for all abscissas

z,. If this term can be computed accurately for all z,, then the rule RN+l(f; X) can

be rewritten in such a way as to require computation of a similar term so that the

Kronrod extension is no more unstable than the Gauss rule. Thus, if A is close to Zj

for some/, then, referring to (23)-(25), we have that

/W/;X)= 2 «/,/(*,)+
,=i W^'n^x-z,/^

The computation of the last term requires the same care as that of

(/(*,)-/(X))/(x,-X).

2. The Szegö Polynomials E„+x . In this section, we recall from [9] the properties

of the polynomials En+X , which we shall need to give explicit expressions for the

weights of the KE's of the Gauss and Lobatto based integration rules for CPV

integrals. We shall also need some of these properties to study the related poly-

nomial É2m+2 , which we shall introduce in Section 4.

We have the following representations:

m ii+l

(29) En+xJx) = X„M 2 V»+i-2/(*) = X,„2" ¡I (* -J'y).
1 = 0 ./=l

where

(30) \tt¡l = 2T(n + p + l)/^T(n + 2p),

m = [(« + l)/2], the prime indicates that the constant term, if it appears, is to be

halved and the a(> are the first m + 1 coefficients in the series

(3i) 2 «,>«' =   2 4*4 -
i = 0 U-o J

with/0/i = 1 and

(32) 4 = (1 - p//)(l - p/(n + p +/))/_,,,.

The aifl may be computed from the triangular system a0/1 = l,aXfL = -/,   and

k-\

(33) akll = -fkfL -   2 f,u.ak-i,^       k = 2,...,m.
i=i

We have not shown the dependence of the aitl on «.
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The connection between En+X    and the Gegenbauer polynomials is given by the

identity

n

(34) Cnií(x)E„+Xlí(x) = 2 c,Cn+x+¡lí(x),
i = 0

from which it follows that

•i

-i
(35) fw(x)C,Jx)En+i4l(x)xkdx = 0,       k = 0,l,...,n,

so that, by the theorem in [l,p. 77], an interpolatory integration rule based on the

zeros of CnfL(x) and En+X (x) is exact for all polynomials of degree < 3« + 1 which

forms the basis for KEGGIR's. The ck = ck(i¿, «) are given by

(36) ck = Ifk/hn+,+k)i,

where

(37) fk(x) = Cnií(x)En+Ulí(x)Cn+x+ktll(x),       k = 0,l,...,n,

and «„+,+*,„ is given by (3).

If we now define the function of the second kind Q„ß(t) by

,i w(x)CnAx)

(38) gM(0 = /(Q,;0=/_l    x-7   **>     -i<t<\,

which differs by a constant from the function Q*(t) in [9], we have that

n

(39) Q„,(x)En+Xll(x) = fiM + 2 c,QH+l+lJix),
i = 0

where

(40) «„ = 2r(p + i)/r(2p).

As is well known, the Qnti(t) also satisfy the recurrence relation (6) with Q0li(t) =

1(1; t) and Q]ß(t) = 2p[tQ0¡l(t) + A0(J. Furthermore g^ G C'(-l, 1).

3. The Weights in the Integration Rules for CPV Integrals. By identifying PN(x)

with the appropriate polynomial, we get explicit expressions for the weights b, and d¡

in the rules RN(f;X) and RN+x(f',X) as well as information about the exact

precision of these rules. Thus, if we set PN(x) = CnfL(x), the first Gauss-based rule

becomes, for X ¥= x,,

(4,) /(/;*)= 2 U-e"'<Xn/W
C (x)    x, - X

i w(x)C'  (x)/[x,,...,x„,x]
+

,-Xn   w\^)^n^\AIJ t-*l >■■■>-*-„> Al

*-"J_, x - X dX'

where the w, and x, are as in (7). If X = x,

17

(42) *.<,.,,)_ J   ,, - ^ _ + ̂ -y/UA
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We get the KE of this rule by setting PM(x) = C„tL(x)E„+ x  (x). Then, for X ¥= x,,y,

" f(x )      "+l f( v)
(43)      /(/; X) = 2 («, - uT)-P^r + 2 (», - t)*) 7

^"A   ,=,        '^,-x

i w(x)C, (x)En+] „(x)
+ k

"'2""A_1 +

x-A

X/[x,,...,x„, >>,,...,>>„_,_,, x]</x,

where the x,, j,, w, and u, are as in (9),

(44) u* = (QJX)E„+]JX) - 8j/E„+]Jx,)C;Jx,),       ¿=1.«,

and

(45) ü* = (ö„,(X)£„+1.M(X)-5j/£;+1.)1(>',.)Cnil(^),       i=l.«+ 1.

The value of the numerators in (44) and (45) is derived as follows, using (34), (38),

and (39):

íaa\ n  m      X1   .    ^C»^£"+'.m(*)  ,(46) Ö^(X)=j-w(x)-¿x

"      ri w(x)C„+1+,   (x)
= 2 c,f   -—TT-dx

= 2 c,Qn+x+,JX) = Ôn,(X)£„+li)t(X) - V
1 = 0

As for the denominators, the first or second of the two terms in the sum

{En+\Jx)Cnil(x))' = E'n+xA[x)Cnil(x) + En+Xli(x)C^(x)

vanishes for x = x, or x = y,, respectively.

If X = Xj, the coefficient of/(xy) in (43) is replaced by

Q'nMj)    |    Qntt(Xj)E^+lJXj)

C'nit(xj)      C'„A\xj)E„+x^(xj) '

while if X = yj, the coefficient of /(j>7-) in (43) is replaced by ô„M(j'y)/C„il(iy/-). This

follows from (18) by differentiating (46). If we compare the Gauss-based rule (41)

with its KE (43) for the important case X = 0 and « even = 2 m, we see that since

Q2m (0) = 0, the rule in (41) reduces to GG„(f/x), ignoring the fact that we are

dealing with a CPV integral. In the corresponding KE, we are not so fortunate

inasmuch as u* and of do not vanish for X = 0 because of the 5 component.

However, since yj — 0 for some / in the KE of an even-point rule, we see that the

coefficient of /(0) vanishes so that the KE contains only 2« rather than 2« + 1

points. As for the error, in (41), as we shall see, EP = 2« and this is also the EP of

the KE so that nothing is gained in this case. Of course, for arbitrary X, when

Q„(X) ^ 0, the KE increases the EP from « — 1 to 2«, but as we have indicated

above, this could have been achieved by any (« + l)-point extension to any «-point

interpolatory rule.
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In the Lobatto case, we set PN(x) = C„+X¡t+X(x) = (1 — x2)C„_, ^+,(x) and get

a similar set of formulas. Thus, for A ¥= x,,

(47) /(/;X)-  2  {»<-£>-(J) UFX
1= 1    \ L-ll4-l,ll-l-IVAl/   /        '

,._, c\ Hx)C„+Ull+x(x) _
+ k„-i.ß+\f -73^-f[x\.x„+x,x\dx,

where the w, and x, are as in (8). In the case X = x, for some j such that

C„_,,„+,(*,-) = 0 (X 7fc± 1 since /(/; X) is only defined for X G (-1,1)), the coeffi-

cient otf(Xj) is replaced by Q'l,-\,fi+\(xj)/(l — xj)Cñ-X>ll+x(x¡). For the KE of this

rule, PN(x) = C„+ Uli+x(x)Enil+x(x), and we have for X ^ x,,y,

"+x f(x)        " f(v)
(48) I(f;X)= 2(«,-"f)#fH-+2(«,-^)yJT

,=i *<~A   ,=i y>~K

,.-, ,-„+w-i (\w(x)Cn+x,,+ x(x)E„^+x(x)

X/[x,,...,xn+l, yx,...,yn,x]dx,

where

(49) «? = (ôn-,.,+ ,(XR.)t+l(X)-«,+ .)/£«.,+ A)^+.,M+>(^)

and

(so)      «? = (ß.-ij.+iM^+iW - Vh)/^,+iU)c,+u+i(ä)-
If X = xr the coefficient of/(x;) in (48) is replaced by

Qn-\.H+l\Xj) Qn-\,ii+\\Xj)En )¡+x(Xj)

^n + I ,/»+ I ( Xj ) C„ + | )l+ | ( Xj ) Ln ^+ , ( Xy )

while if X = yr the coefficient of /( j7.) in (48) is replaced by

ön-u+i(j7y)/Q+u+,(.yy).

The same remarks as above about the error for general X apply here too, in that in

(47) EP = n and in (48) EP = 2«. Similarly, the special case X = 0 and « odd leads

to the same conclusions as in the Gauss case.

We now turn to the rule RN+X(f; X) and its error term EN+X(f; X). In the Gauss

case, we have that for X ̂  x,

(si) /(/;X)=2-,#4 + |4rv^x)
,=1    *i-A      Cnil(X)

■1

'-I

and EP = 2« because of orthogonality. Note that, for X = 0 and « = 2m, the rules

(41) and (51) are identical so that, for (41), EP = 2« as mentioned above. If X = xjt

the two terms

+ kñlj w(x)Cnil(x)f[xx,...,x„,X,x]dx

Wjf(xj)  |  gn,(X)/(X)

XJ~X      '   CJX)
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must be replaced by Wjf(xj) + w¿f'(x ) with

(52) - = W;Q*;)/2 - Q'«¿xj) = "jin + tixj _ Q'Jxt)

Q,(xj) l-x2       c„;(*,.)'

where we have used (5).

The KE of this rule has three forms depending on the value of A. If A === x,, y,,

then

n+\

(53)       /(/; X) = 2 «,^H +  2 t>,^4 + üo/(M
,=i  *<   A   ,=i  y>~K

+ k;;2-"Kxllfw(x)Cjx)En+iJx)
J _ 1

X/[x,,...,x„,.v.,;>„+,,X,x] dx.

where

Ô„,(X) Ô,
(54) t>0 -

Q,(X)     £„+l,t(A)c¥(M'

Thus, the only additional quantity we need here is the second term in (54). The EP

of (53) is equal to 1 + EP of KGGJ.

If X = Xj,  then  uJf(x/)/(xJ - X) + v0f(X)  must  be  replaced  by  u/f'(xJ) +

ûjf(Xj), where

,«v . JEn+iJXj)  |  Qi + j)*/
(55) ", = "/   T^-7TT +

'\ 3i+l.*(*y) 1 -
2

/        /

gB).(*y)5l+i.|.(*y) + g^(*y)fi.+ i.,.(*y)

^-/i)i(-'cy)^'n-i-i,/i'-x:y)

While this involves a more complicated coefficient for /(x;) =/(X), it does not

involve any function values aside from the KE values inasmuch as the Gauss

formula had already included the derivative term. The situation is different if X = y-.

For then, the terms vjf(y])/(yj - X) + ü0/(X) in (53) must be replaced by ty/'ijy)

+ ßy/(jy)> where

2^+,.„(j'y) CnA\y})

Here we have an extension which involves f'(yf) — f'(X), whereas the Gauss formula

did not involve/'(X) at all. This is a serious drawback of this extension since it

occurs in the frequent case where X = 0 and we use an even Gauss rule (also called

symmetric pairing) in which case the KE contains an odd number of points

including one at x = 0 = X. In Section 4, we shall suggest an alternate extension

which sidesteps this problem.
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+*,,-..,+1/_1m*)(i-*2k;-i,i+,(*)

Returning to RN+X(f; X), we list now the formulas in the Lobatto case and the

corresponding KE's. For X ¥= x¡, we have

(57) '</=»)=   2 »,jFX+(1_V)c._ijLt|(x)AX)
-1

'-1

X/[x,,...,x„+,,X,x]dx.

As in (51) EP — 2« because of orthogonality. If X = x, where C„_, il+1(xy) = 0, the

terms involvingf(x¡) and/(X) must be replaced by Wjf'(Xj) + w,/(xy), where

,„. .       _ (/* - î)*y g¿-i.M+i(*y)
(58) vv: = w,-:-7-ir-;—-.

1       *   I-*2        (l - xj)c^hll+x(xj)

As for the KE, the three forms are, first for X ¥= x,, y¡,

"+x     f(x)        "      f(v)
(59) /(/; X) = 2 S,fMr + 2 »,-^rr + V(M

i=i    x>     A     i=i    ■"

-i

+ ^l,+ ,2--'X-,Ll„+l/w(x)(l-x2)

where

(60)

xQ,-\,li+\(x)E„li+x(x)f[xx,...,x„+x,yx,...,y„,\,x]dx,

ö„-l.M+l(A) _ 5M+1

(1 - X2)C„_1,/i+,(X)      (1 - A2)CB_1.,l+1(X)£ll.„+I(\)

The EP of (59) is equal to 1 + EP of KLGn+, /.

If X = x where C„_, +I(x ) = 0, the sum üjf(xj)/(xJ — X) + vQf(X) must be

replaced by ü /'(3c.) + üjf(Xj), where

(61)     ui-u\j—Ix-)+^xY)

{Qn-i,^Axj)E'n^+x(xj) + g;-i,^+i(^)^,^+i(-xy))

Q+i./i+tv^yJ^B.M+tV^y)

while if X = y~j, the sum ô,/(jy)/(j^ — X) + v0f(X) must be replaced by v~jf'(y¡) +

6y/(jy). where

^    ^+x(yj) (i-#)q,_u+1(jj)

The remarks above about Gauss rules for I( /; 0) with « even apply here for odd «.

4. The Orthogonal Polynomials É2m+2¡ll. In this section we introduce and derive

some properties of the polynomial of degree « + 2, « = 2m, Én+2 , which satisfies

the orthogonality conditions

(63) flW(x)Cttlt(x)Én+2Jx)xkdx = 0,       k = 0,l,...,n+l.
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Note that for « odd, we already have that

(64) flw(x)C„M(x)£„+KM(x)x^x = 0,        k = 0, \,...,n + 1,

by the odd-even effect. Now, if we consider the polynomial of degree « + 2,

xE„+1 M(x) — a, for any constant a, we have that

(65) rw(x)Cjx)(xE„+]Jx)-a)xkdx = 0,       k = 0,l.« - 1,

by (35) and the orthogonality of Cn/l. Hence, if we define Én+2fí(x) = xEn+, (x) -

án(t, where

(66) ä,^=fw(x)Cjx)En+xJx)x"+xdx/fw(x)Cjx)x"dx,

it follows that (63) holds for k = « and, by the odd-even effect, also for k = n + I.

An explicit expression for änjl follows from some results in [9] and the properties of

the orthogonal polynomials C  , so that

lr-,\ - C0"n+l,n    /"nix , ., ..
(67) a    = -7-/ T— = (a     - «„,, i.M)X,;/i/4.

"») I,/I        K/1M

Monegato [4] has shown that the polynomial £„ ('2„ defined above is the unique (up

to a constant multiplier) polynomial of degree « + 2 satisfying (63).

We now investigate the zeros of Enl2 . Since, for n even, EnX2¡¡ is an even

function, it suffices to deal with the positive zeros. First we see that at the zeros y, of

E»+i+> 4+2,/j'i) = -&nv Furthermore, £„ , 2(X(0) = 0, so that ¿„t^ n_as a maxi-

mum or minimum at x = 0 depending on the sign of £,',', 2,/0). Since £", 2 ß(0) =

2E'nJrX ̂ (0), this sign depends on the parity of m = «/2. For m even, £,;, , M(0) > 0,

while for m odd, £^+i^(0)<0 as can be verified by tracing the curve of the

polynomial of odd degree En+ , Thus, for «? odd, £„, 2-il has a maximum at x = 0,

while for even m, it has a minimum.

Let us now consider the case 0 < ju < 1. From the results in [9], we see that

ä < 0. Now, if m is even, Ëm+2ji has a minimum value of -an¡¡ > 0 at x = 0. If we

label the nonnegative zeros of £„ + , M as 0 = y0 < yx < • • • < y„, < 1, then in every

interval (y¡, yi+x), Èn+2)L has an extreme point. Hence, É„ + 2)í has a maximum in

(j'o' J'i)' a minimum in (yx, y2),..., and, finally, a minimum in (ym-X, ym). In each

interval in which Én+2 has a maximum, it has no zeros. If it has a minimum in an

interval, it will have no zeros, a double zero, or two zeros there depending on

whether the minimum value of En+2fi is positive, zero, or negative. Thus the

maximum number of positive zeros is m, so that En+2 has at most « real zeros for

m even and 0 < p < 1. On the other hand, if m is odd, En+2fl may have « + 2 real

zeros and most probably does inasmuch as änii is small so that £„+2,M is indeed

negative at the minimum points. In fact, the zeros of Én+l4í are quite close to the

zeros of £„+1(i.

For 1 < p < 2, the situation is reversed inasmuch as änfl > 0 [9], so that in every

interval in which Én+2ll has a minimum there are no zeros, while when Én+2fL has a

maximum there are no zeros, a double zero, or two zeros depending on whether the
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value of £„+2/J at this maximum is negative, zero, or positive. Thus, for m odd and

1 < p < 2, £„+2„ has at most « real zeros, while for m even, E„+2)1 may, and most

probably does, have « + 2 real zeros which are quite close to the zeros of £„+ 1<(l.

Before discussing the use of these results in numerical integration, we remark here

that Monegato [5] has shown that

(68) Élm+1¿x) = £<K+V/2-'/2)(2x2 - 1) = (-\)m+iEW+l'»(\ - 2x2),

where Ejfc^x) satisfies the orthogonality conditions

(69) f(\~x)a(\+x)ßP^-ß)(x)E^+ßx)(x)xkdx = 0,       k = 0,...,m,

and P^"'ß) is the Jacobi polynomial. Our investigation therefore shows that a

Kronrod extension to the Gauss-Jacobi integration rule based on the zeros of

/MM+I/2.-I/2)   or ,M-i/2,i!+i/2) with aii zeros in [_!_ i] cannot exist for m even and

0 < ¡i < 1 and for m odd and 1 < p < 2. For m odd and 0 < p < 1 and for m even

and 1 < p < 2, KE's can probably be computed even though the theory is incom-

plete.

Once we have a situation where we have « + 2 zeros y, of £„+2  , we can use them

to derive an extension to GGn f. We have that

(70) //= Ír,f(x,)+"Í~s,f(y,)
i=i i=i

+K\2~"KJ w(x)C (x)É„+2ll(x)f[xx,...,x„,yx,...,y„+2,x]dx,

with EP = 3« + 3, where

xiuiEn+x(xi) - aw,
(71) r¡ =--,—r-;-,

XjEn+\.iAXi) ~ anii

(72) $> ~ Cnil(y,)(E„+Ull(y,)+y,E'n+X)l(y,)) '

and x¡, u,, w, are as in (7) and (9). From (19)-(22) with ^(x) = Cnil(x)En+2)l(x),

we have that

"      fix)      n + 2    f(v)
(73) /(/; X) = 2 rjf^r +  2 ',fHr + *ofM

i=l      Xi 1=1        "'

+ k-njl2-"\-nlllfiw(x)C„ll(x)Én+2<ll(x)

Xf[xx,...,xn,yx,...,yn+2,X,x]dx,

with EP = 3« + 4, where

QnM) H
(74)

°     Cn)l(X)      £„+2,iX)C  (X)"
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(71), (72), and (74) follow from the fact that

•i w(x)Cnií(x)Én + 2)í(x)
QN(t)=j

= f

t dx
i

i *(x)C  (x)[xE„+x   (x) - ä   ]
-dx

i x-t

r\ w(x)C  (x)En+x   (x)
= tf ]--J^-t-dx - anßQ„^(t)

= t[Qn¿t)En+Ulí(t) - Ôj - änßQnil(t)

= Qnil(t)Ë„+2Jt) - tS^.

We are only interested in the case X ¥= x¡, y¡, since otherwise we would use the usual

KE's given in Section 3. We notice that, as before, for X = 0, s0 = 0 and we have a

case of symmetric pairing. Unfortunately, for the very value X = 0, for which we

developed this new formula, there are problems. In Table 1, we list some values of

û and yx, the smallest positive zero of £„+2-/i for p = j, the most prevalent case.

Since the integration rule in (73) can be rewritten, for X = 0, as

(75) i r[fM-n->;)]+^sy(y.)-/(->,)],
,=i        xi i=i y>

where we assume that the positive zeros are x, < x2 < • • • < xm and yx < y2 <

• • • <ym+x, we see that one term in the second sum in (75) is sx[f(yx) — f(-yx)]/yx

and, as the numbers in Table 1 show, this term can lead to the loss of several

significant figures, the number increasing with increasing «.

Table 1

äniLandyx, the first positive zero of En+2¡í, for ¡i = { andoddm, n = 2m

m änll j?,

3 -1.54(-2) 4.14664(-2)

5 -5.70(-3) 1.97603(-2)

7 -2.46(-3) 1.20896(-2)

9 -1.81Í-3) 8.36055(-3)

11 -1.22(-3) 6.22128(-3)

13 -8.79(-4) 4.86127(-3)

15 -6.63(-4) 3.93369(-3)

17 -5.18(-4) 3.26778(-3)

19 -4.16(-4) 2.77069(-3)

21 -3.41(-4) 2.38801(-3)

23 -2.85(-4) 2.08599(-3)
25 -2.42(-4) 1.84268(-3)

In the Lobatto case, the appropriate orthogonal polynomial for « odd, i.e. an even

number of integration points, is Ê„+x  + ,(x). In this case, we see that if - \ < p < 0,
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« = 2m + 1, En+X +1 has at most 2m real roots if m is even and probably has

2 m + 2 real roots if m is odd, while for 0 < p < 1, which includes the usual Lobatto

case, fi = j, En+X +x has at most 2m real roots if m is odd and probably has

2m + 2 real roots if m is even. Thus, for the usual case of w(x) = 1, a 2« + 2 point

extension exists in the Gauss case if «/2 is odd and in the Lobatto case if «/2 is

even. The formulas in the Lobatto case, corresponding to the Gauss formulas

(70)-(74), are as follows:

Let>>, be the « + 1 real zeros of £„+,   +,. Then

(76)       //=   2 fjf(Xj) +   ls,f(y,) + Arn-Il./1+12-»+'X-„I_1.fl+1
i=i i=i

: f w(x)(l -x2)C„_lil+,(x)£„+lfl+1(x)X ,

x/[*i.x„+x,yx,...,yn+x,x]dx,

with EP = 3« + 2, where

_ _ Xjü¡Enf¡+x(Xj) - ä„_Xlx+xw,

(78)

XiEn,Li+\\Xi)        an-\,ii+\

'   (i -tfK-i++M(E*++M + W++M)) '
and x,, ü,, w, are as in (8) and (10). From (19)—(22) with

pn(x) = (1 - x2)Cn_Xlí+x(x)Én+X4L+x(x),

we have that

(79)   /(/; X) = 2 r,f^{ + 2 hf^a + ¿o/(My,
-i

+ ^,.íi+,2-"+,X;1_1,,+ 1/ w(x)(l -x2)Cn_1^,(x)£n+1,il+1(x)
•'-l

Xf[xx,...,xn+x,yx,...,yn+l,X,x]dx,

with EP — 3« + 3, where

(80)
Ô„-,,,+ ,(X) XôM+1

Q+l,^+l(X) £n+l,^+l(X)C„+li/1+1(X)

The same remarks about loss of significance apply here as in the Gauss case.
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